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 EVENTO Popup Canopy Tent 
 
 
Easy to assemble, the EVENTO pop up canopy will get your 
company noticed at its next outdoor event. 
 
Manufactured from ALUMINUM, they are lighter and stronger 
than its steel counterpart and still comparable in price. With 
height adjustable octagonal legs which lock into position with 
spring loaded locks, you can adjust the height of the pop up 
canopy to your liking. 
 
Use a plain color canopy with a silver thermal underside to 
reduce heat under the canopy as well as to waterproof it or 
customize the canopy with your corporate logo or message 
using dye sublimation process for complete coverage. 
 
For portability, the promotional tent comes with a black carrying 
bag for the aluminum frame and are ideal for:  
 

 Trade shows, markets, fairs and festivals 

 Outdoor concerts and sports events 
 
BENEFITS & SPECIFICATIONS 
 

 ALUMINUM frame with 40mm octagonal frame leg. 

 Available in 10’ x 10’ size only. 

 420D solid color polyester canopy tops available. 

 Customize with screen printing or transfers. 

 Create unique dye sublimation canopies. 

 Push release system with adjustable heights. 

 Easily sets up or taken down by two people in minutes. 

 Packed in a carry or trolley bag for easy portability. 
 
* Half side frames are packed TWO per carton and are sold in units of TWO. 
* Half side frames prices shown below are EACH. 

 

SKU DESCRIPTION 

35650 EVENTO Tent Frame In Carry Bag - 10' x 10' 

35651 EVENTO Tent Frame In Trolley Bag - 10' x 10' 

35656 EVENTO Tent Half Wall Frame (2Pk) - 10' * 

22123 EVENTO Trolley Bag For 10' x 10' Tent 

35662 EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - WHITE 

35663 EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - BLACK 

35664 EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - RED 

35665 EVENTO Tent Canvas - 10' x 10' - BLUE 
 

 


